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Abtract

The trend toward mainstmzming, and the increased use of American
Sign language (ASL) as the language of instruction for deaf students, have
resulted in an u n p d e n t e d demand for sign language interpreters in

educational settings. The evolution af ihis position has Led to controversy
because of the lack of a clear role description. lndividuals hired find

themselves expected to pedorm a multitude of duties, many of which are
viewed by their coilezigues as behg outside the interpreter's mle expectation.

The purpose of this study was to describe the cumnt roles of individuals
who are employed to interpret for deaf students in Kuidergarten to Senior 4
settings in Manitoba schools. Using a s w e y format with the total

population of interpreten (N=39),it was found that job titles and job
descriptions were diverse from one s c h d division to anothet. Many
training and wotkplace factors were identifid that either assisted or
interfered with job performance. It was concludeci that Uiere is a need for

the development of pmfessiod standards regarding interpreters in
educational settings, and that interpreting in school settings must continue to
be a research priority.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Statement of the hoblem
A key issue in Deaf Education is the communication barrier that exists

for deaf chiibn due to their inabiiity to bar, intemalize and proces

auditory based languages. The failure of deafchildren to naturally acquire

English is well documenteci in the literature (Akamatsu, 1988; Kampfe &
Tu~check,1987;Vemon, lm. When they d e p d on their inadequately

developed English skilîs and limited auditory abilities, they miss tremendous
amounts of social, linguistic and cognitive input, which p t l y affects their
achievernent at school. Johnson, Liddell & Erting (1989) noted that as a

result of delayed English language developmeat, educationai gaps increase
in magnitude each year for dl subject areas. This becornes especially

apparent at the higher grade levels, as content and concepts becorne more
abstract. Deaf students have been shown to graduate from high school with

English literacy sküls greatly Merior to those of their hearing peers.
Researchers consistently report that the average reading achievement of deaf
high school graduates is between the third and fgth grade levels (Finnegan,

L 98û; Gibbs, 1989; Gormley & Franzen, 1978; Johnson, Liddell & Erting,
1989, Karnpfe & Tu~check,1987; Rodda, Deamark & Grove, 1987;

Strong, Woodward & Burdett, 19a1; Wolkomir, 1992). The leaming

potentiai of these students is wt being realized. Hence, as adults, they are
characteristicaily umleremployed or unemployed (Rhodda, Denmark &
Grove, 19a1).
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It has long been suspected that the earlier you leam a language, the

better you leam it. Numemus authors have exp&

theii belief in the

existence of a cntical pend for language development which occurs d u d g

the first 5 or 6 years ofüfe (Fuuiegan, lm;Johnson, Liddell & Erting,
19û9; Karnpfe & Turecheck, 1987, Meier, 1991; Wheeler, 1994)-

Wolkomir (1992) stated that "childrenmust learn a language - any language

- in their fmt five yean or so,b e f o ~the brain's neural oomections are
locked in place, or risk permanent linguistic impairmentu(p. 36). D u ~ g
this cntid priai,children pass h u g h naturai developmeotal stages of

language acquisition which do not occur in isolation, but which parallel

development in other areas; cognition and socialization. Accordhg to Roth
and Spekman (1982), these processes comprise an organizational framework

for the chiid's developing communicative cornpetence. Because of the lack

of consistent expure to language input during the early years of life, the
majority of deaf children arrive at school with minimal language abilities.

Since leaming potential is greatly affecteci by linguistic abilities, it can be
logicaiiy concludeci that English may not be viable as the primary language
of deaf children for thinking and leaming.

Cumntly, interest has tumeci to American S i g Language (ASL).
As defined by Hurwitz (1986), ASL is:
A language in which arbitrary, but de-governed, combinations of

band shapes, positions, orientations, and movements are the rneaningful

units (morphemes),comparable to words and affixes in spoken
language.

Use of space and movernent, dong with facial expression

and body language serve primary d e s in the structure (syntax) and
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meaning (semantics) of language. ASL is now generally recognized as
a sepamte language distinct from English, with its own grammar,

inflections and idioms* (p. U û )
It has k e n show that ASL bas been naturaüy acquired during the criticai
period by the less than 10% of d d chilcimu who are bom to d e d parents.

Meier (1991) pointed out that the same sequence of milestones seem to
characterize the acquisitionof both ASL and of spoken language. Children
who are exposed to ASL fmm birth not only develop linguistic cornpetence,
but develop appropriate cognitive and social compete~~:ies
as weii (Brannon

& Livingston, L
W
,
Brenner, 1993; Kampfe & Turecheck, lm,EUima &

Bellugi, 1979;Meadow, Greenbug, Erting & Cannichael, 1981; Weistl,
1988). "Deaf children of deaf parents arrive at sciiool better informecl and
with beîter iinguistic skilis in both Engiish and ASL" (Johnson, Liddel &
Erting, 1989, p. 10). G o d e y and Framen (lm),
Stmng, Woodard &
Burdett (1987) and Wheeler (1994) stated that these children's proficiency in

English was due to their nahual internalization of, and strong foundation in,
a primary lauguage.

General observations have been that deaf children of

deaf parents tend to outperfom deaf chiidren of hearing parents.
As a remit of the perceived beaefts of early exposure to ASL,

increasing numbers of deaf cbilhn bom to hearing parents are employing

ASL as their primary mode of communication, and as th& language for
thinking and leaniing. "ASL appears to be the most viable linguistic system
for deaf children to lem and use in order to think and learn through the
developrnent of meaning-malting and meaning-sharing capacities"

(Livingston, 1986, p. 24). It is hoped that this language, which is based on
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visual rather than auditory abilities, will hpmve the educational
achievement of deaf leamers.
As more people have becorne aware of the potential of ASL for

prc)mOeing higher education for deaf students, there bas been a shift in many

educational program settings toward the use of ASL as the priniary language
of instruction. Early childhood pgrams have been designeci k t pmvide

exposure to ASL and therefore, O&

chiidren the opportunity to aaturally
acquire ASL eariier than has happened in the *te Schools for the Deaf
have begun to implement b i g u a l , bicuitural educational philosophies
(Btannon Br Livingston. 1986, Johnson,Liddell and Erting, 1989; Reagan,
1988; Strong, Woodward Br BUtdett, lm,which involve the use of ASL
as the language of instruction, and which encourage the development of
English as a second language, with an emphasis on text literacy.
Awareness of the value of ASL has also begun to have an effed Ui
regular classrooms. In rrcent years, the increased popularity of
mainstreaming speciai needs students has resufted in the placement of more
and more deaf stuâents in regular classrooms. As noted by Hayes (1993),an
article in the 1991 Pirectory Issue of the A m e n a Anoals of the Dea€
indicated that 77% of students who are deaf currently attend regular public
schools and classes. in the 1996 "ImpiementationReview Reportwprepared
by Douglas E.Anderson Consultants Ltd., it was stated that school systems
reporteci to Alberta Education that there were 374 deaf students registered in
schools throughout Alberta. Many of these students have a h d n g loss of
such a degree that it precludes speech ceception through audition alone, with
or without the use of amplifkation devices. More often than in the p
t
,
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these students employ sign language as their pri-

mode of

communication. Since Engfish is the language of instruction in their

classrooms, these students require the services of sign language interpreters,
in order to effectively aaxss lesson content in a visual manner. The
documents of the Association of Visual Language Interpreters of Cariach
(1992), Alberta (lm),
and Ontario (1990) were developed in attempts to

clarify coles and responsibilities, and to recommend national and provincial
standards of @otmatlce. in these documents, a sign language interpreter is
defined as an individual who facilitates comm&cation by rendering sign
language (ASL) to spoken laaguage (English) anâ spoken language
(English) to sign language (ASL) between desf people and others, mediating
both language and culture.
It is important to note the impact of Deaf culture on the mainstreaming
trend. DeaCculhue iocludes "thebeliefs, values, outlodts, fmtrations,
patterns of behavior, language, expectations and achievements shared by
members of the Dea€ oommudty, which is passed on fmm generation to
generation. The "culturaiiy Dea€ Community" is comprised of those
persms who have a hearing los, share a common Ianguage, values and
experiences and a common way of interacting with each other, with
non-members of the Deaf commmity and with the hearing community"
(AVLIC, 1992, p. 22).
Reagan (1988) supported c l a h that the deaf wnstitute a distinctive
subculture entity in conternporary society. He discussed six cultural
characteristics of the Deaf community. One of these was gmup
identifcation or attitudinal deafness, which "refersto the view held by
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rnembers of the Ded community that they are indeed a culhually distinct
group and entaiis a positive affective cornmitment to cultural deafness"
(p. 2). This cornmitment mults instrong opposition to the educatiod

placement of deaf students in the niainsinamfor cultural and social reasons.

Hence, as mainstrearning became more popular, sign language interpreters

who accepted positions in school settings were seen as supporthg the
placement of deaf students in isolation, and were therefore viewed in a
negative light* In order to maintain aoceptance by deaf people and within
the Deaf community, knowledgeable and enperienced individuais avoided

any involvement in mainstream educational interpreting. Hence, the
establishment of d e s and responsibiities was left to poorly informed
employers.
Before one cm understand the complexity of the situation facing these
ernployers, it is important to be aware of factors that make it so unique. The
population of deaf students is relatively srnall, which results in a low
incidence of need for sign language interpreters inschools, so this is not a
demand that must be met on a regular basis. Therefore, employers have not
becorne experienced and knowledgcable about the language needs of deaf
children, and are unaware of the nature of the cornpetence and training
required to interpret* ASL, wbich has been accepted and mognized as a
distinct language, separate from Engiish or any other auditory basecl
language, is unique in itseff, b u s e it is visually based. Normally hearing
people must take formd ASL courses, and experience regdar exposure to
ASL in context over a number of years, in order to develop adequate levels
of profciency in conversational ASL. Many employers do not fully
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understand the ciifference between individuals who have acquired ASL
conversational sküls, and those who have k e n fonnally prepared to

accurately interpret between two different languages. Nor do they

understaad or appnciate that it requires a gnat deal of highly specialized
and intensive training to prepare an interpreter.

The cumculum of an

interpretet training program is intended to develop howledge of
interpreting theory, to instill cultural awareness and to provide practicums
on the skilis for interpretiag fmm ASL to English (sign to voice) aad from

English to ASL (voice to sign). The purpose of the pmgram is to teach

specifc interpreting skills. Stuclents leam to sirnuitawously analyze the
source language, in order to determine both overt and covert meanings, to

search for linguisticdly and cultutally quivalent vocabulary in the target
language, and to interpret the message in grammatidly correct fom. Al1 of

this occrus as the interpreter continues to listen to the incornhg message,
matchhg the affect anci gist ter of the speaker. It is important tbat
employers l e m to rea@ze the difference between individuals with
conversational skiils and those who are qualifieci to interpret. The

communication bamer, which exists for deaf students, signifcantly
influences both educational pmgress and sociabtion. Every student bas
the right to effective communication in al1 educational settings. The less
those acting in the interpreter d e are able to effectively facilitate
communication between deaf students and others, the less able the deaf
student wili be to meet the-fluctuatingdemands of various communication
situations. Culhiml influences must also be considered. "ASLhas its mots
in the deaf cornmunity and thus the signing behavior of the deaf has a strong
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cultural component"(Stewart, 1987, p. 60). In order to successfully
interpret for de& students, personnel must be aware of the degree to which

cultural aspects related to ASL play a d e theceby pmviding culturai
mediation and culturaUy appropriate interpretations.

The lack of UIIClerstaading on the part of employers, regarding the
complexity of the interpreting pmess and the cultural implications of ASL

has resulted in diverse, inappropriate ami mclear mle descriptions for the
interpreter position. This lack of clarity has led to a number of related

issues, which continue to be unresolved.

First, there is great diversity with r e s p t to classifcation for this
position. An acceptecljob title has not yet k e n developeù for the position
of classroom interpreter, so these individuals are classifieci under a wide
range of job titles,which Vary by schod division and the specifc local union
to which they belong.

Second,employers, unaware of the depth of skill and specialization that
is required, have not establishaî any set of criteria which are suitable for the
selection of appropriate caadiQtes, during the recniitment and hiring
pmcess. In rriaoy cases,because of ihe wide diversity of expectations and

perceptions, individuals with minimal sign language slciils, and often with
no intefpreting sWs, are hired to perform this demanding and uniquely

skiliedjob. Of course, these inâividuals are unable to provide accurate and

meaningfbl inte~retations.A study by Hwvitz (lm)deinmsfrated that
interpreting experience d professionai certificationhave a great effst on

interpreting performance.
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Tbird, although educatiod interpreting occupies the single greatest

portion of time in this field, as pointed out by Dahl and Wilcox (1990).

iaterpretec rraining pmgmms do not adequately prepare graduates for
employmeat in ducationai settings. These pmgrarns are not long ewugh or
intensive enough to develop sophisticated interpreting skills. Nor are they
designeci to provide training in areas specifidy for the educational system,

such as knowledge of classmm course content, effective t u t o ~ g
strategies,
and speciaüzed technical sign vocabuiary ~~quired
for the curriculum taught

in schools.
Fourth, schwl employers have not as yet recogaized the need to
provide on-going professional p w t h experiences for classroorn
interpreters. Their lack of understanding r e g d n g the actual function and
essential language skills of interpreters l a d s these employers to undervalue
interpreters'expertise. F o n d evaluations tend to focus on the general
aspects of job performance, wwhi the evaluation of interpreting, which is the
primary responsibiity, is not done. Therefore, interpreters in these positions
are wt provideci with diagnostic feedbk regatding strengths and
weaknesses. This makes it very ~ W ~ c ufor
i t them to pursue skiil
advancement.
Schein, Rodda, Cumming & Mason (1991) reporteci that ai the 1991
Association of Canadian Educators of the Hearing-lmpaired biennial

conference in Calgary, educational interpreting was idenmeci as one of the
top ten futwe research priorities. As pointed out by numemus researchers

in the literature (Dahl and Wilcox, 1990; Gustason, 19435; Hayes,1993;
Salend and Longo, 1994; Scheh, Mallory and Gleaves 1991; Zawolkow and
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DeFiore, 1SB6). the= is a stmng need to clarify the mle and responsibilities

of interpreters in schod settings. The establishment of more specific role
descriptions would assist in the deveiopneat of appropriatejob titles,
qualifications, training pmgtafll content, and ongoing plofessional

development.

In Manitoba, Resolution 35 (1988) m g n i z e d ASL as a language and
later, Resolution 54 (1991) recognizedASL as an appmved language of
instruction. Numemus deaf students who use sign language are presently

receiving their education in regular school settiags. in both u r h and rural
areas.

in most cases, due to the unique size of this population, those hired to

interpret for hem work in isolation, without the support of individuals
f d a r with the interpreting pnicess and with the complexity of related
Ianguage issues. As a result, mistaleu perceptions are prevaleat among both

employen and schooI staff. Individuals hired to interpret for deaf students
are often unsure of the expectations, etbics and responsibilities of their
position, and often feel overburdened by additional duties. This can lead to

fmstration when interpreters corne into conflict with otha ducational team
members regarding specific duties in the daily mutine (i.e. Who is

responsible for what?). "In light of the uniqueness and mwness of the use
of interpreters in inclusive settings, their d e s need to be clearly specified to

avoid possible role amfusion, to facilitate collaborative interactions and to
promote the independence of students with hearing impaUmentsn(Salend &

Longo, 1994, p. 23).
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It was possible to gather &ta reganjing the cumnt stahis of interpreter
d e s by means of a survey of individuals employed to interpret for deaf

stuâents in Manitoba schaols.

The results of this ioquiry may assist in

developiag a well-defined statement regatding the d e of interpretets in

regular classrooms. It may then be possible to more cleariy identify the
responsibilitiesheld and the kinds of activities that are undertaken by
interpreters as they work to fulf'iii this mie description. This may lead to the

ability to defîne and establish a dear M y of knowledge and the sets of
skilis that are required to perform these activitieseffectvely. This, in turn,

may p v i d e the basis upon which to design pmfessioaal development and
training prognuns that adequately prepare individuals for employment as
interpreters in school settings. Results should ultimately wntribute to the

evolving pmfessionalismof cIassmm interpreters.

The purpose of this inquiry was to investigate and describe the present
mle of individuais who interpret for deaf students in Khdergarten to
Senior 4 schools in Manitoba
1. What are theu official job Mes?

2. What are their writtenjob descriptions?
3. What duties are reportedly p e r f o d by these individuals in

the course of their wotk?

4What duties do they presently perform, but feel should not be their
respomibility?
4b. What duties do they not presently perfom, but feel should be their
responsibïty?
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Sa. What perceivecl training factors assist most with their job

performance?

5b. What pireiveci workplace factors assist most with theirjob
perfo-?
Sc. What factors hinder theirjob performance?
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Chapter II

Literature Review

The interpreting fundion, as a whole, is relatively new (Dahl &
Wiicox, 1990; R u h r & Strmg, 1986; Salend & bngo, 1994). The
employment of individuals to interpret for deaf students in schod settings
extends back only 25 years (Stucldess, Avery & Hurtwitz, 1989),and the
trend in this direction has only i

n d to a signif~cantdegree of popularity
over the past decade and a half (Schein, Uallory & Greaves, 1991). Dahl
and W
i
c
o
x (1990) noted that the incnased demand for sign language
interpreters has been particuiarly dramatic, and that this bas had a
tremendous impact on the interpdng function. Gustason (1985) found that
an average of 37%of interpretet irainhg program graduates obtain work in
school settings and Schein and Yarwood (1990) found that 4 out of 10
interpreters work in classmms.
Although interpting in educaiionai settings is the fastest growing
category in the field of s i p language interpretation (Frishberg, 1986;
Hayes, 1993), and aithough "itis likely that today more interpreting takes
place in the classroom than Zn any other environment"(Zawolkow &
Defiore, lm,p. 26), this evolving profession expenences a great amount
of unoertainty and controversy due to the lack of clear guidelines regarding
its rde and tesponsiblities. The interpreter role in this new sethg is
generally undefined, ancl is not really understood by school administrators,
teachers, parents or deaf students, themseIves. Role expectations are often
at odds with pmfessional guidelines for the intefpreter de. There is a lack
of research on the training, qiialif~cationsand function of interpreters in
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public school settings. Researchers arejust beginning to investigate the
rnyriad of related issues that presenily exist.
In response to the expresscd urgeecy to clarify the mle of interpreters

in school settings, a National Task Force on Educational Interpreting was
f o d in the USA. The 1989 report by this ta& force was the result of two

years of detibetations. In 1992, the Association of Visual Language

interpreters of Canada (AVLIC), in recognition of the need for clarification,
published a cesource document titied, "Interpretersin Educationd Settings."

Consequently. a few provinces have developed formal guidelines based on

the cec~mmendationsmade in the national document, but tailoreci to meet
the weds of theh specificeducational system. However, focmal efforts have
not been made to mandate the implementation of these standards in al1
provinces across Caaada A review of these publications, and of related

literature, will assist in describig current trends with respect to job title,job
descriptions, andjob perceptions. This will provide a basis for cornparison

with data collecteci in Manitoba.
job Title

There is presently no standardjob title in Canada (AVLK, 1992)or in
the USA (Stuckless, Avery & Huritz, 1989) for the position of classroom
interpreter. Most research sources report the use of a plethoni of titles, most
of which do not accurately reflect the duties of imüviduals employed in this
role. Because of the low population density of deaf students in school
settings, employers are of- f d with Limited incidence of the use of sign
language interpreters. As a result of Uiis limited experienœ, and as a rnatter

of convenience, interpreters are often locked into inappropriate existing
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educational job classifications (AVUC, 1992; Stuckless, Avery & Hurwitz,
19û9). This results in the use of a wide variety of job titles, most of which

imply the role of educatioœi assistants, or teacher aides. In one of the few
msearch studies of communicationfor deaf students in dnstream
ciass~~~ms,
Schein, Mdory and Gmves (1991) reporteci the use of 23
different titles thmughout the province of Alberta. This inappropriate and
inamsistent labehg causes m~uity as employers cmtejob descriptions
which pay less attention to the communicativeact of interpreting and more
to the pracess of king an aide/helper/assistant. Because of this

misperception regardhg job fundion, individuals who have completed

conversational sign laquage coursesTand who lack the necessary training
and experience with the intefpreting process, are hired to perform the job.

Most current documents,offering guidelines for the position,
recommend the use of "Intefpreternas the title. This is intended to clearly

differentiate between the d e of classroom interpreters and educational
assistants, raising awareness that interpreting i s a distinct activity, tequiring

a unique set of skills. As stated in the Alberta document (1994):
Interpreters worlting in the edwationai sethg are first and foremost
interpretem. They may perform Werent tasks from community
interpreters, but without intepting skiils -orai or sign-- they
cannot function as a member of the educational tearn. Therefore, it is

cecommended that the job title Interpreter' be used for those
interpreiing in the educational setting. This does not dimhish the role
of interpreters in the educational setcing and also das not differentiate

frorn interpreters working in other settings. (p. 33)
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Thejob titîe of "Interpreter"may ldto the development of more

appropriate qualificationcriteria, cleaier andjob descriptions and uititnately
the emp1oyment of competent individuais.
Role Descri~tioa

It is apparent that job functiom of interpreters vary greatly across
working environments ami educational levels. As reported by Schein,

Maiiory and Greaves (1991), a large percentage of individuals hired to
interpret for deaf students in educational settiags had no printedjob
descriptions. Those who had printedjob descriptions indicated that they did
wt accurately represent thein acW duties and ~esponsibilities.Their

research also indicated that job descriptions in Aiberta were just as varied as

job titles. They, as well as Frishberg (1986) and Schein et al (1991), noted
that interpreters in educational settings tend to have multiple d e s . In most

situations, the position covers a multitude of duties. Some of the additional
non-interpreting duties and responsibilities which have reportediy been
assigwd are: tutoring, acting as an educational team rnember, in-senking
staff and students, preparing, dlaborating with teachers, record keeping,

instructing sign laquage courses, providing guidance and couaselling,
reporthg to their supervisor, pmuing pmfessional development, monitoring

notetaking programs, promoting public awmeness, performing the general
duties of ducationai assistants, performing routine classmm duties,

providing speech therapy, poviding auditory training, maintainhg
amplification equiprnent, and working with other students in the school. As
noted by Elliott and Powers (1995). there is a need for interpreters in

educational settings to have skills in addition to those required for
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interprieting in general settings. However, it is questionable how individuals
can effectively accomplish so many different duties whiie ensuring that their

intetpreting function, which is their priroary responsibility, takes priority.

"Whilethe ecoaomic realities for school districts may require that one
individual take on d d e duty, the interpreter meds to be clear about what
constitutes appropriate behavior within each d e "(Frishberg, 19û6, p. 108).

Researckrs are quick to point out that interpreters should wt engage in
activities for which they are not ûained, but it is presently unclear what role

expectations are appropriate for educational settings, and what interpreters
should be trained to do.
Job PerceDtions

A great deal of conœm and cmntroversy surround the assignment of
noa-interpreting duties to this position. Some researchers attnbute Uiis to
the professional Code of Ethics, which they feel "inhibitsthe effdveness
of the interpreter and is often in direct opposition to the duties that an

interpreter must perform as a contnbuting member of an educational team"

(Dahl Br Wilcox, 1990, p. 276). In Canada, interpreters follow the AVLIC
Code of Ethics (see Appendix A) which ensures confidentiaüty, integrity

.

and impartielity This Cade of Ethics is taught in interpreter training

programs acroBs the country, and is intendeci to provide guidelines for
individuals who are employed to facilitate communication between deaf
people and others in any situation. However,as stated by Zawdkow &

DeFiore (1986), it is not cleatly applicable in educationai settings.
Frishberg (1986) noted that because of the social nature of the educational
environment, issues of language, ethics and human relations aise that make
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mle clarity very pmblernatic. it has been difficut to icach an agreement as
to how the Code of Ethics shouid apply in school settings. To date, this

ambiguity has lead to both i n t e d and external codict regarding the
domain of the interpreter mle. As stated by Dahl and Wilcox (1990):

Professional and ethical behavior within the multiple foles of the
ducationai interpreter is cledy an issue of concem and mntroversy.
Educational interpreters often find thernselves in pieCarious positions,
expected by their employers to perform activities that theii w1leagues
and professional organizations view as outside the interpreter's ethical

province. (p. 276)
As a result, the= is often a teluctance on the part of qualified interpreters to

work in this setting, because they experienœ varying de-

of personal

conflict when informed by employers that they will be responsible for
perfodng various non-interpreting tasks. Hayes (1993) intewiewed 35

working intepters and found a general la& of job satisfaction. Subjects
of this study reporteci that clear cut job descriptions did not exist, and that
they were uncornfortable with a number of theit expected responsibilities
and working conditions. They were especially opposed to taking on what
they considered to be teaching responsibiilities, such as classroom
management,fonnai instniction, grading, test administration, classroom
supervision, and behavior management. They aiso expressed that they
lacked appropriate professional staw with their coworkers. In addition,
they were dissatisfied with their supervision and evaluation, with the quality
and availability of in-service training, and with the Iack of communication
with other school staff. In a survey of 57 interpreter training programs by
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Gustason (19W). ditectors exptessed the need for d e clarity for educational

interpreters. However, five yem later, a survey of 50 interpreter training
program by Daht and Wiicox (1990) indicated that graduates w e n still not
piepareci to meet the challenges of the profession. Of these program, 69%
reporteci that they offered no courses in educational interpreting and 89%

requested and encouraged the development of specif~cd e guidelines for

hterpreters in ciassrooms.
A ment article in the Winnipeg Free Press (Hathaway, 1996) &es

reference to the effect of a national shortage of interpreters, which
reportedly has had an effect on Manitoba schools. It has been difficult to

attract and maintain qudüled personnel in these positions. Hathaway quoies
Kenna Arnush, a hacher at the Manitoba School for the Des€, who is also
the parent of a deaf child: There are unqualified interpretea in the school
system because they canY find anyone who is qualifieci"(p. A4). However,

there is a possibüity that, in addition to a shortage, the= is a reluctance on
the part of appropriate candidates to acœpt these positions. Many potential
ernployees are deterred by the strong negative stigma from Deaf community

members regarding mainstmm educational interpreting, and by.the poor
working conditions that presently exist (Frishberg, 1986). In order to meet
the growing need for interpreters in educational settings, it is important that

efforts be made to make this an attractive career.

In Manitoba, we are fortunate to have one of the wwt highly
recognized interpreter training programs. However, a very limited amount
of tirne in the ASUEnglish Interpretation Program at Red River Cornmuaity
College is spent providing the skills and experiences tbat are necessary for
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employment in educational sertings (see Appendix B). In order to make the
appropriate changes to the system, thereby ensuring that interpreter training
program graduates are preparcd for the full spectnim of duties that will be
expected, it is criticai that mle descriptions are clear.
Efforts have reœntly begun in the pmvince of Manitoba to address the

issue of interpreting in school scttings. In Febniary 1994, the Manitoba

Association of Visual Language Interpreters (MAVLI)Education

Committee began to pursue the establishment of professional standards.
This cornmittee, comprised of 18 mernbers representing various stakeholder
groups, are developing a document titld, "AmencanSign

LanguagelEaglish Interpreters in Educational Settings: Standards and
Guidelines." This document, presently in draft form, is the result of regular
sharing and intense discussions among informeci individuals. It represents
an expert view regarding various aspects of the d e , and offers

riecornmendations for implementation.
This survey of individuals presentiy perfonning the job on a daily basis

provided a descriptionof the present status of this ide; the prtsctitioner
view. The resuits of this survey could provide valuable information and
data that may assist in the validation and appmval of the final draft of the
MAVLI Education Cornmittee document, and may provide direction for

implementation procedures. In addition, new priocities for future action

were identifieci.
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Cbapter III
Method
Subiects

The population for this study was al1 individuals employed in the
regular Manitoba public schooi system who were providing sign language

interpretation for deaf students in Kindergarten to Senior 4 during the1995-% school year. Members of this population were ideatiF1ed tbrough

telephone contact with Special Education Coordinators for Winnipeg area
schods, and with Provinciai Consultants for the Deaf who provide support

services to nuai schools. It is most likely that 100%of the intendeci
population ( N d )was identifed through these contacts. The increased
potential for representative rwults was the benefit of including the total
population.
Instrument
A survey, developed on the basis of the msearch questions, was the
instrument for this study. Since the survey requested answers to questions
regarding the current status of the interpretef s d e , for which there is no

provincial description, it was not possible to ernploy a structureci item

Thetefore, mernmbs of the population were requested to respond to

fo-.

some closed-formitems regarding demographics, and the remaiader of the

survey consisteci of unstructureditems, allowing respondents to answer in

greater de@.

Bsim
The aim of this researcb study was to describe the current status of the
d e of individuals interpreting for deaf students, so a descriptive design was
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selected. Although the totaî population was relatively s d l , efforts to
interview or observe membets of this population individually would have

been ciifficuit due to the wide geopphic location of these people who
worked in 18 merent school divisions. Too many variables could have
interfed with such designs, because of the time ftame between the

collection of the first and Iast pieces of data. In addition, interviews or
observations,involvingody a s d sample of the population, rnight aot
have proven representative of the total p ~ p u l a t i ~Therefore,
n~
it was
decided that a survey of the tocal population would be the best descriptive
design for the purpose of this pmject. In short, a s w e y design was more

efficient, l e s tirne cmsumïng, less expensive, and provided the most
Procedure

Following the Christnias break of the 1991% school year, telephone
contact was made with the 11 Speciai Education Coordinators for the

Winnipeg area school divisions and with the 7 provincial Consultants for the
D e d who provide support services to r u d schooI divisions in Manitoba.
Al1 of these contacts were cooperative, providing the names and school
addresses of individuals who were Uiterpreting for deaf students in the
school divisions that they represented. The result was a mailing Iist of 40
individuals.

Prior to surveying the total population, the survey was piloted with two
groups of Mviduals w o r b g in related fields. The fmt gmup was the staff
of coflfmunity interpreters who were employed at the Independent
Interpreter Refenal Servie. None of these interpreters were rnembers of the
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target population and th& involvement offered the perspective of

professionai colleagues. They did not suggest any changes to the survey.

The survey was also piioted with a small p u p of four Teachers of the Deaf
at an informal meeting. Their input offerrd the educational perspective,

which was relevant to the work envimarnait of the target population
members. Minor cbanges to the survey were suggested which involved
rewording questions to improve clarity and grammar. The only instance

which involved addition of content was for the demographic question
regardkg work experience. Rather than report experience ody in
educatiod settings, it was suggested that experïence in other settings be

included. These pilot procedures offed two perspectives for revision
purposes, and the survey was revised accordingly.

On Thursday, June 6,1996, a wver letter (see Appendix C)and survey
fom (see Appendix D) were d e d direct1y to each member of the r e m b
population at the schwI addtess povided through the telephone contacts
metltioned previously. Subjects were requested to wmplete the survey and
return it by Friday, June 21,1996 in the stamped, self-addressed envelope
provideci. AU subjects were assured that their respolises wouid remain

anonymous. Because of difficulties pmhas'ig the appropriate laser
postcards for printing,.the reminder postcards (see Appendix E), due to be

maileci on Thursday, June 13,1996, were not maileci until TuesQy,

June 18,19%. During the last week of June, in an effort to encourage the
return of as many survey f o m as possible, and to explain any confusion

regarding the retum deadliae date, a reminder telephone cal1 was made to

each subject at their school of employment. In some cases, d k t contact
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was made with subjeds, and in others messages were left with the school

secretary. Subjeds were asked b complete and retum the survey form by

the end of the schod year. Som subjeds indicated that they wodd
complete and retum the survey during the first week of summer hoiidays.

Subjects were able to quest a copy of survey resuits by completing a

request fom (see Appendix F) and mtuming it in a separate envelope

provideci.
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Chapter IV

Results

Rates
Mail returns thrwgh June 28,1996 amounted to 4û% (18 of 40
maileci). However, during the next week, 6 mon surveys were received,
increasing the overd nsponse rate to 6096 by July 5,1996. Although one
respoadent was employed under thejob title "EducationalInterpmter Tutor,"
this individual reporteci not having ASL sküls, exœpt what had been learned

fmm books and fmm the Consultant for the Deaf. Because this individuai
was not interprethg for a deaf studeat, which was the criteria for the target
population of this study, responses fnwn that pemn were not induded in the
resuits. Therefore, the response rate hcame 59% (23of 39) which was

rewarding. The number of subjëcts requesthg a copy of the resuits of this

study was 18.
Respndent Characteristics
Ane and Gender. Table 1 displays the personal characteristics of age
and gender. The largest portion of resp0ndenî.s(39.1%) reportecl being
between 25 and 29 years of age. These were followed by those between 45
and 49 years (17.49b), then those between 35 and 39 years (13.0%). The

remaider were disüibuted evenly between 20 and 24 years, between 30 and
34 yuus, and over 50 years (8.7% each). One respondent did mt provide

information regarding age or gender.

Of the 23 subjects who rwpoaded to this study, and provided
information regarding gender, 21 (913%)
were femaie and 1 (4.3%) was
male.
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Table I
Personal Characteristics
Gender

Number of Percentage
Responses Response

No Response
Less than 20 Yrs
20-24 Years
25-29 Years

30-34 Years

35-39 Years
40-44 Years
45-49 Years

Over 50 Yrs

-n

Male

Female
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Education. Table 2 îilus&mtesthe best description of formal education
by age group. Some respondents checked two of the survey options,henœ

the creation of t

b nspoase choices that were not originally given.

The

degree. This was foiIowed by those who had completed Grade 12 (17.4%)

respndene (13.0%) reporteci
having bdh some University and a universitykollegedegree, while 8.7%
had sorne university. Of the remahder, 43%reported having some
University and technical institute, with the same pe-ntage having less than
Grade 12.
Conversational ASL. One subject did not respond to this question, but
al1 of the others iadicated that they had taken formai ASL courses.
Programs and cuniculums for such courses have changed over the years, so
some r~spondentsbad taken courses in a variety of pmgranis. Presentiy, the
Vista Cumculum, which encourages exposure to and use of ASL in the
context of meaningful situations, is standard for ASL courses in the
province, and 56.5% of respondents had not taken any of these courses. For
the remaining respondents, the highest level repoRedly amipleted was, in
order of course level: Vista 101 (43%), Vista 103 (4.3%). Vista 201 (8.7%).
Vista 2û2 (4*3%), and Vista 2û3 (21.7%), wbich i s presently the highest
level available in Manitoba (see Table 3). Prior to Vista courses, ASL levels
and then technid institute (13.0%).

1-8, which foc&

on ASL vocabuiary and grammaticai structure, were
available, and 34.8% of respondents did not indicate taking any of these
courses. The remaining respondents reporteci mmpleting, in order of ASL
course level: level4 (8.7%), level5 (43%), level6 (26.1 %),

Table 2
Fonnal Ediication bv Ace Groiip
Age Group

Description

Less t han Grade 12
Completed Grade 12
Technical lnstitute

Some University

Some University &
Technical lnstitute
Some University &

University/College Degree
University/College Degree

Post Graduate Degree
-n

No

20-24

Response

Yrs

25-29 30-34 35-39

Yrs

Yrs

Yrs

40-44

45-49

> 50

Numberof Percentage

Yrs

Yrs

Yrs

Responses

Response
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Table 3

Hidiest
Level of "Vista S i d e r Naturallv" ASL Course
-

-

Number of Percentage

Description

Responses
- -

No Response
Vista 101
Vista 102
Vista 103
Vista 20 1
Vista 202

Vista 203

n
-

.

Response
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ievel7 (13.0%)and level8 (8.7%) (see Table 4). Initially, Beginwr,
intemiediate and Advanced ASL courses were available, and 1 (4.3%)
tespondent reported completing Intermediate ASL When asked to list othet
ASL pmgrams taken, 13 responses were received. The percent of responses
were ASL immersions (69.2%). worLshops (23.l%). and Signeci Exact

English courses (7.7%) (see Table 5).

Interpreter training. The number of respondents who reporteci not
completing an interpreter training pmgram was 9 (39.1%). while 14
respondents (60.9%) reported cornpleting an interpreter training program
(see Table 6). Of those who completed a pmgram, 143% completed a

program less than a year in length, and 85.7%mmpleted a 2 year program,
which is the typicai length of such programs at present. It would be

interesting ta investigate the effects of dinerent program lengths on the

quality of training.

Intepteting experience. Respondents were asked to indicate their years

of experience interpreting in a s c h d seiting and in other settings, and the
results are displayed in Table 7. In a schoot selting. the largest potion of

respondents (39.1%) reporteci having 2 to 3 years experience, followed by 4
to 7 years experience (30*4%),then 8 to 11 years (13.0%). Of the

remahder, 8.7%had less than one year d 43%had 12 to 15 years

experience. Lnterestingiy, one respondent did not indicate having had any
experience in a school setting. This person repotted having 4 to 7 years
experience in other settings. Of al1 those responding to this survey, 21.7%

reporteci having only 1 year or less interpreting experience in other settings.
An quai number (8.7%)reporteci having 2 to 3 years, and 4 to 7 years.
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Table 4
Other ASL Courses

Number of Percentage
Responses
--- - - -

.

No Response
Intermediate ASL
ASL 4

ASL 5

ASL G
ASL 7
ASL 8

-n

Response
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Table 5
Related Trainhg
- - - - -

Description

Number of Percent of
Responses Responses

ASL Immersion

9

69.2%

ASL Workshops

3

23%

Signed Exact Englisli

1

7.7%

13

** 99.9%

Total Responses

Note. Multiple answers were provided by respondents.

** Due to rounding.
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Table 6
Professional Training
Description

Number of Percentage
Responses

No Training
ITP

Less than 1Year

ITP

1 Year

ITP

2 Years

ITP

Longer than 2 Years

-n

Response
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Table 7

Intemretina E,xperience
School Setîing
-

Years of Experience

-

Other Settings

-

Number of Percentage Number of Percentage
Responses Response Responses

No Response
Less thati I Year
2 - 3 Years
4 - 7 Years

-

8 I l Years

-

12 15 Years

More than 15 Years

-n

Response
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Again, an equal number (43%)had 12 to 15 years, and more than 15 years

experience.
1ntemretin.g leve1 and amber of students As indicatd in Table 8.

educationai levels were separad into elemeniary (Kindergarten to
Grade 5), midde school (Grade 68).and senior high (Senior 1-4), and the
educatiooal level and number of stuclents secviaxi are displayed. At the
eiemeniary level, 10 (43.5%) respondents iadicated that they interpreted at

the following levels: Kindergarten (13.W). Grade 1 (4.3%), Grade 2
(8.7%),Grade 3 (4.3%),Grade 4 (8.7%),and Grade 5 (43%). Only one

respondent (4.3%) reporteci interpreting at the middle school level for

Grade 6. At the high school level, 12 (52.2%)respondents reporteci
interpreting at the following levels: Senior 1 (43%), Senior 2 (8.7%),Senior
4 (13.0%). and from Senior 1-Senior 4 inclusive (26.1%).
Of the total population (N=39),20 (513%)
subjects worked in
isolation,king the ody interpreter at theit schml, and 19 (48.7%) worked
at the same school as at least one other interpreter. Of the 23 respondents to
ibis stuây, 14 (60.9%) ~portedinterpreting for 1 deaf student, 3 (13.0%) for
2 deaf students, 1 (43%)for 4deaf students and 5 (21-7%)for more than 5
deaf students.
Survev_Findiogs
Jobtitles. Official job titles v a r i a and as indicated in Table 9, a total
of 11 different titles were reprted by respondents. It is possible that there
would have been even
differentjob titles reporteci by the subjects not
respooding to tbis study. The title "InterpreterlTutor"was the rnost
prevaient among respondents (30.4%), foilowed by
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"EducationalAssistant C-Lw(21.7%), then "TeacherAssistant III" (8.7%)
and "TeacherAssistant, Special Needsw(8.7%)- The remainder of the titles,
reporteci by ody one =pondent (4.3%) each, were Teaching

Assistant-lnterpteterTutor,""Visual Language Interpreter,""Interpreter,"

"Teacher'sAssistant," "EducationalAssistant (Interpreter),""AmencanSign
Language Interpreter/Tutor,"and "TeachingAssistant."

Written iob descriptions The majority of respondents (69.6%)
reported that a writien job description existed for their position, but only

52.2%provided a copy of the job description as requested. Of the 69.696
who had written job descriptions, 563%indicated that the duties they

actually performed did not match those of the written job description. The
nurnber of respondents who reported that no written job description existed

for their position was 30.4%.This resuîts in a total of 69.6%of respondents
who either had no written job description, or who had written job
descriptions that did nat match the actual duties they performed
(see Table 9).

Job differences. When asked to explain any differences between actual

duties perfonned and those listed on writtenjob descriptions, four
respondents (17.4%), who did not have writtenjob descriptions, provided a
written explanation of what they did in theu d e , trithet than stating
differences. However, some of those who had written job descriptions did

indicate how their actual duties differed. Four respondents (17.4%)repocted

that their writtenjob descriptions did not include actual interpreting duties,
but rather focusseci more on a teacher assistant role. Two respondents

(8.7%)indicated that they perfomed numerous duties outside their d e
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description, but empbasizedthe need for flexibility when special
circumstances arose in eariy ducationai settings* One respondeat (43%)

commenteci on how the writtenjob description did not address guidelines
regarding the interpreter-student relatiooship. Role expectations were not

clear with respect to a friendship that had f o d with the d d student, and
this respondent felt some degree of conflict as a result of the intense

relationship. Two subjects (8.7%)clafified that they did not perfom duties

as listed on theh written job &scription. Specifically, these were
perfoming personal care and taking initiative to schedde tutor sessions with
students.
Job perceptions Respondents were asked to list duties from written job
descriptions a d o r actual duties that they presently perform, but felt should
not be their respoasibility (see Table 10). No tesponse was offered to this

question by 47.8% of those completing a survey. The number of responses
provideci by the ternainder was 26. The percent of respoases were, in order
of incidence: tutoring (23%), monitoringc1ass~x)ms
in absence of teachers
(19.2%), photocopying (19.2%). documenting ademic progress aad

behavioral observations (11.5%), mess duty (7.7%),filing (7.7%),working
with additional students (3.8%),providing speech therapy (3.8%),and

disciplinhg snidenis (3.8%).Eight mspondents (26.196) indicated that they
felt the clause, "andother duties as assigneci" was too ambiguous. It led to
the feeling that they woie tw many hais and that they were often expected
to perform additionai duties at times that interfered with their ability to

fulfll their interpreting d e .
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Table 10
Job Perce~tions
Description of duties presently perfomed

Number of Percent of

that respondents feel should not be thek

Responses Responses

respoasibiliîy

No Response

2

Tutonng

6

Monitoring classrooms

5

Pliotocopying

5

Documentation

Recess duty
Filing
Working with other students

1

Providing speech therapy

1

Disciphhg students

Total Responses

Notes. Multiple responses were provided by respondents.

** Due to rounding.
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Next, respoudents were asked to iist any duties tbat tbey were not
presently perfoming in the course of their wock, but felt should be their

responsibiiity (see Table 11). No response was pmvided to this question by
65.2%of those responding to this study. Although some of the remaining

respondents pmvided multiple answers to this question, multing in a total
of 14 responses, each item was listed by oniy one of thern, with the

exception of tutoring and pmvidiag consultative input to team decisions,
which were listed by two respondents, for 14396 of responses each. Duties

receiving 7.196 of the respoflses each were pre-teaching, attending team
meetings, networking with outside resources, ananging ASL classes,

inservicing staff, inservicing students, providing public relations information
on the interpreter role, paraphrasing lesson input and materials, consulting
with teachers, providiog feedback and input on lesson presentation, and
having opportunities to employ their expertise.
Job oerformance. Table L2 displays reportecl W n g experiences
which assisted interpreters m a t in the perfonnarice of their duties. No

response was offered by 17.4%of respondents. The 40 items listed by the
rernainder of respondents, in order of incidence of percent of response, were

workshops (22.596), interpreter training progranis (1 5%), ASL classes
(1 O%), work experience (7.5%),involvement in Deaf community activities

(7.5%), and Bachelor of Education Degme training (7.5%).Expience

listed with 5%of responses esch were prior experienœ with childrea, prior
experience with deaf adults, ASL immersions, and personal life expenenœ.
Training experiences listed with 2.5% of responses each were
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Table 1 I
Job Perceptions

Description of duties not presently perfomed that

Nuinber of Percent of

respondents feel should be tlieir responsibility

Responses Responses

-

-

No Response
Tutoring

Consultative input to team decisions
Pre-teaching
Attend team meetings
Network witli resources
Arrange ASL classes
Provide in-service for scliool staff

Provide in-service for scliool students
Public relations on the Interpretet role

Paraphrashg Iesson input and materials
Consulting with teachers

Providing feedback and input on lesson presentation
Employing expertise

Total Responses

Note. Miiltiple responses were provided by respondents.

** Due to rounding.
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Table 12
Training Emeriences that Assist Job Perfomance
Description

Nurnber of Percent of
Responses Responses

No Response
Workshops
Interpreter Training Programs

ASL Classes
Work Experience
Involvement in Deaf Community

Bachelor of Education Training
Experience with Children
Experience with Deaf Aduits
ASL Immersion

Personal Life Experience
Professional Feedback

Conventions and Serninars
Observation of other Interpreters

Total Responses

Note. Multiple answers were provided by respondents.
-

** Due to rounding.
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college education, pmfessional feedkk, conventions and semiaars, and
observation of other interpreters.

Table 13 presents both workplace factors that assist and those that

hinder interpreterjob performance. When asked to list workplace factors
which assisted m a t in the performaoce of theirjob duties, two subjects did
not provide respoases. The remaining respondents provideci multiple

answers, resulting in a total of 75 responses. The percent of responses for
items listed were;receiving and previewing materials in advance of
instruction (21.3%);regular collaboration with teachers, and flexible,
organized teachers who accomodated the neeàs of deaf students and

interpreters were both 93%;6.7%of responses listed knowledge of the
agenda, understanding coworkers, and team membexs who were

knowledgeableabout the interpreting role; textbooks and preparation time

were 4% each; pubüc relations opportunities for school SM,
supportive
administrators, attending team meetings, pre and pst-teaching, support
services fmm Consultants for the Deaf, and tutor time were 2.7%each; the
use of visual supports by teachers during lessons, consultation with

interpreting coiieagues, coworker howledge of the Code of Ethics,
flashmrds, resource materials, teacbers with prior experience teaching deaf

students, coopemtive students, sign language books, FM systems, prior
contact with speakers, and access to closed-caption videotapes and devices
were all 1.3% of the responses each.

Table 13
Workdace Factors that Affect Job Performance
Workplace Factors That
Assist Job Performance

No Response
Receiving and previewing materials
in advance

Number of Percent of
Responses Responses

Hinder Job Performance

No Response

2
16

Workplace Factors That

2 1.3%

N o opponunity to preview

materials
Not receiving lesson materials in

advance
Sponraneous iiistmction by teactiers

Knowledge o f teaching agenda

No warning reyarding school events
Lack of accoiiiinodation at sctiool
event s

Preparation time

3

Prior contact with guest speakers

1

Tutor time

2

PrelPost teaching
Supponive administrators

2
2

Lack of preparation time
Shortaçe of time

Lack of knowledçe o f the
interpreter role by administrators
Constant conflict with

administrators

Number of Perceni of
Responses Responses

Table 13

Workplace Factors that Affect Job Performance (continued)
Workplace Factors That

Number o f

Percent of

Workplace Factors That

Number of

Percent o f

Assist Job Performance

Responses

Responses

Hinder Job Performance

Responses

Responses

Organized teachers who are sensitive
to the needs o f deaf students
Reyular collaboration with teachen

Witnessing and working with poor
teacliers
Poor communication regardiny

Understanding coworkers

expectations
Lack of respect from coworkers

2

Educational team rnembers

Being ssked to pliotocopy duhy

3

knowledge about the interpreting role
Coworker knowledge of Code of

interpreiing t h e
Beiiis cxpected to discipline

1

Ethics

student s

Attending team meetings

Lack of cooperation in team

1

Rapid pace of lessons

I

2

I

Teachers who have experience
teaching deaf students

Public relations opportunities
Visual suppoits used by teachen
durinç lesson

Table 13
Workdace Factors that Affect Job Performance (continued)
Workplace Factors That
Assist Job Performance
Professional support seinces

Number of Percent of Workplace Faclors That
Responses Responses Hinder Job Performance

Lack of professional support

Numbet of Percent of
Responses Responses
1

1.5%

1

1 .SYO

Shortage of resource materials

2

3%

Lack of closed caption video tapes
Lack of closed caption devices
Lack of funds to provide
extracurricular interpreting
Inadquate training for the job

2
1
1

3%

1.5%
1,5%

3

4.5%

services
Consultation with interpreting

Isolation from interpreting

collea~ues
Cooperative students
Resource materials

collenjues

Textbooks

Flash cards
Sign language books

FM systems
Closed caption video tapes
Closed cay t ion devices
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When asked to list fadors Uiat most interfered with their ability to
perform theh duties, two subjects did not respond. T b rexnaining subjects
provided a total of 66 responses; spontaneous instruction by teachers, lack of
waming ~gardingschool events, and lack of prepatation and preview tirne
were 9.1% of responses each; not receiving lesson materials from teachers in

advance, and the lack of knowledge of the interpretiag mle on the part of
administrators were 6.1% of responses each; a shortage of tirne, lack of

professional development time, lack of professional development
opportunities, bemg asked to photocopy when interpreting is required, and

assignment of responsibiiity for additionai students were al1 4.5%each;

inadequate training to perform tutonng and other expectations, lack of
accomodafion at sch001 assemblies, lack of professional respect fmm
coworkers, and wittiesshg or workhg with poor teachers were 3%of
responses each; lack of team cooperation, jack of funds to provide

extra-curricular interpretirig, lack of closed-caption videotapes, lack of
access to clod-caption decoders, lack of support from a Teacher of the

Deaf, shortage of resoucce materials, lack of resouices in ~ r a school
l

divisions, p a x communication regarding expectations, constant conflict
with administrators, feelings of responsibility for studeat acaûemic
performance, rapid paces of lessons, lack of student and parent advocacy,

isolation from interpreting colleagues, divisions hiring inadequately
qualifiecl interpnters who misrepresent the profession, k i n g expected to
discipline shidents, and the development of intense relatioaships with the
deaf student, which lead to discornfort, were al1 1.5%of responses each.
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Additional comnients. The foliowing oomments were volunteend by
respondents in spaœ pmvided on the swey. What follows has been edited
to remove identiffing material.

- "1feel that the role of interpreters in the educationai setting must be
decided at the pmvincid (MAKI) and national (AVLIC) level. Without
support fmm the interpreting associations, interpreters will have little power
to convince individuai educators, principels, etc. of their role and they will

have no clout with the s c h d boards or Mi&&

of Education."

- "Althoughthere are no formal standards outlining the d

e of the

interpreter in educationai settings, confusion and fmstration can be avoided
by discussing one's role with the educational team members. Also,those

working as an interpretetftutorshould dert teachers when 'extra duties' are
i n t e r f e ~ gwith their ability to perform their priority tasks."

- "After the teacher ha9 explaineci what to do, my student still doesn't
understand. The teacher leaves. 1 have to explain it to my siudent-then it is

understood."

-

'The teachers at our school are iaformed, through the resource

supports, on what is to be expected of than and the signing teacber assistant

when a deaf or hard-of-hearing student enters their ciassroom. The teachers'
expectations of us are to interpet English to ASL. If the deaf or
hard-of-hearing child is doing independent work, and interpreting is not

happening, at that t h e photocopying, etc. is acceptable."

- "Theschool system is very slow, and in my opinion, resistant to
change. If the goal is to advocate for the rights of deaf individuals, and at

the same time, interpreter recognition (both as a profession and monetarily),
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then interpreters cannot do it alone. Parents, students, interpreters and

members of the Deaf cornmunity wiil aii need to work togeiher. Right now
it seems people are wary of change. 1am hoping that ten years fmm now 1

can lodc back and say, "yes-itwas worth the struggle and fmstrationW
. We'll
see."

- "1 always felt that it is the right of the deaf child, in the School for the
Deaf or Ui mainstreamsettings, to leam and use ASL (taught by qualified
instructors only) and to be exposeci to the history of ASL. It seems to be the

goal of educators, family and consultants to try and use a daily time slot to
teach Deaf Studies to the student with whom 1 work. 1 find this very
positive. 1 h o p that the sucass of this program will allow it to continue."
- "Oneof the most ftustratbg things about my job is witnessing poor
teaching. It's difficult being privy to situations that you know are darnaging
the students' education, yet professionally are unable to do anything or say

anything, to administration for example. The real domside to this is that
the responsibility almost always comes back to me, and the fact that the deaf

student doesn't understand. The question I constantly ask myself is "where
do 1draw the line?"1s tutor time review, or is it teaching? (I'm not a
qualif~edteacher)."

- "1am fortmate that 1 work in a school where 1 am not expected to
penorm duties outside my mle (i.e.pbotocopying) and 1 have time to
pre-plan. I work with a very supportive tesource staff and regular
staff."

- "Thekey to a good expenenœ is a supportive, koowledgeable
administration, who is willing to leam, and who sets the tone for teachers
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and other staff membets. Being included in team meetings and

Pareafleacher meetings is imporîant. Being called Interpreters"and not

Instructionai Assistants, Teacher Assistants or Mucational Assistants
promotes awareness and assists with the role. Substitutes, who are trained.

assist with coasistency for ail concerned in the absence of the regular
interpreter."

- "Interpretersin educationai settings are not dways considered
'pmfessionals' because of the label Teacher Assistant' (TA) that is affmed to

us. Divisions should not urnbrella interpeten under the TA label. We

should be considerd a separate ptofession, as are speecbnanguage
pthologists,audiologists, etc.. Our pay sale should also be reviewed in

educational settings,"

- "Inmy experience, parents have gone through great amounts of grief
deciding on which education systern they prefer to use. It would be helpful
if outsiders would accept their decision and help by trying ta make it work,
rather than continuhg to attempt to change the decision. Parents tend to
avoid these people who could otherwise be of great support and assistance."

- "1feel very uncornfortable having the tenn interpreter u d to
describe my duties. Although interpreting is what Ido, I feei very

idequate in rnany situations. 1am basically the best in a t#d situation;

parents have elected to keep their child in a niml school where availability
and finances do not stretch to hire a qualifieci interpreter."

Surnmary. The additionai comments offered tended to focus on the
importance of knowledgeable and supportive administration and coworkers.
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Positive partnerships basedon effective commULi1cation set the tone forjob

performance*
An additional focus was the need for advocacy for the recognition of

the interpreter role as separate and distinct fmm that of teacher assistants
through the use of the titie, "Interpreter." Such advocacy is reportediy
required fmm stakeholder groups and resource support staff, but especiaily
from provincial and national prc)fessioaal organizations.

F d y , respondents indicated a willingness to perfwm duties in
addition to interpreting, as long as they did not intedere with interpreting
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Chapter V
Discussion and Conclusions
Reswase Rate

Since population sarnpling procedures were not employed for this
study, mults are baseû on the survey retums of 59%of the total population.
This is a good retum rate, so generalizations made based on the results
obtained fmm the respondent population should be quite valid.
Reswndent Characteristics
Bge and Ciender. One subject questioned why information regardhg
age should be provided, and therefore,did not respond Table 1 displays
that of the remainllig 22 respondents, 72.7%reported being under 40 years
of age, andjust less than half of them were under the age of 30. Overall,
subjects reported falling withh the younger age ranges and were,therefore,
in their early working years. This may be related to the newness of the
interpreting field. It has oniy been recently that the popularity of ASL and
rnainstreaming has led to the need for interpreting personnel in educational
settings. It may be that younger people are more aware of this novel career,
and have a better opportunity to take this direction.
The subject who did not pmvide information regarding age, aiso did
not identify gender. However,as indicated in Table 1,95596 of the
mmaining 22 respondents were female. Interestingly, ody 4 of the 39
members of the total population were male. It is obvious that this careet
choice is made predominantly by females, which may be related to the low
salaries that are characteristic of the interpreting field, especially in
educational settings. In view of the female:rnale ratios in both the total
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population (354) and the respoadent population (22: 1). the gender variable
did not play a major role in tbis study. However, since the majority of

respondents were female, gendet bias may have Muenced respoflses. It

may be interesting to investigate the reasons behind the obvious female
domination in this field, to see if sirnilar domination e ~ s t in
s other settings

and pmvimrs. It may aiso be interesting to investigate the reasons why
males have chosen to enter the fie14 and to identify specific factors that

peaked their interest. It is obvious that this is na a career choiœ currently
being made by men as there were no male respondents below the age of 45.

Education. Table 2 indicates that the reported levels of formal
education appear to wrrespond to age. Al1 respondents below the age of 35
had completed some pst-secondary education, with the majority of them
having teceiveci a university or d l e g e degree. The majority of those over
the age of 35 had completed a high school diploma or les. The increased

education level reported by younger mpondents indicated a positive trend.

This may be related to an increased awareness of the extensive training

quired to adequately perform the duties of a sign language interpreter, on

the part of interpreters themselves, and on the part of school division

employers who hire them.
Conversational ASL. Results of this study emphasize the respondents'
awamess of the need for fornial instruction in ASL. All, with the exception

of two, reported having completed some formal ASL courses, and in

addition, just less than half of them had attended related workshops or
immersions. These professional development activities aloae will not
prepare one for the full scope of the interpreting d e , however, signing skills
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and fluency affect overail job pedomiance (Humitz, 1989). Although most
employen do not encourage interpreting-specific upgrading, most
mpondents dispiayed a cotlcertedeffort to aquire and maintain ASL skills

and related kïmwledge.
Interoreter training. Results of a similar survey, done for the Alberta
Implementation Review (1996) concluded that only 25%of respondents had
mmpleted interpreter training programs, while the majonty (75%)had not.

There is a general perception that a very limiteci number of individuais
working as interpreters in educational settings have completed fonnal
training programs. Therefore, the fact that 60.9% of respondents to this

survey reported having completed an interpreter training program was
pleasantly surpnsing. It would be useful to do a follow-up survey to
monitor trends in this regard.

Intemtine exmrience. Once again, the newness of the interpreting
field was refleded in the Iimited number of years experience reporteci by

respondents (see Table 7). As mentioned, one respondent did not indicate
years of experience in an educational setting, but 81.8%of the otbers had

less than 7 years experience. ûniy 18e2%of them had more than 8 years
experience, and no one had more than 15 years expience. This is most

likely because the need for sign language interpreters did not exist prior to
the mainstreaming movemente Most deaf students were educated in special

schools, and those attending public xhools were not employing ASL as
their language of instruction.
Interpreting experience in other settings was even more Iimited, with

only 11 of the 23 respondents havingany experience, and seven of these had
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less than 3 years experienœ. Only 4 nspondents had more than 4 years
experience, and only 1 respondent had more than 15 years experience. More
than half did aot respond to this question.

Intemretinn level. Respondents reporteci working at educational levels

ranging from Kindergarten to Senior 4, with appmxiniately half working
from Kindergarten to Grade 6, and the other haLf working from Grade 7 to

Senior 4 (see Table 8). Some respondents working at the lower levels made
specific reference to the need to be flexible with respect to role expectations

and duties. They reportai that they often perfonned a number of duties in

addition to interpreting, duties relatai to the needs of younger children.

They expressed that it was important that they be willing anci prepared to
deal with special circumstances as they arose. These statements seem to be
in oonflict with the stated desire to have a standard provincial mie
description. Possibly what is requiredare professionai guidel- which can
be adapted to match individual interpreting situations. It would be
interesthg to pursue these responses in future studies, by investigating role
differences across educational levels.
Number of students. The majority of respoodents (60.9%)reporteci
working with oniy 1 student, while the remainder (39.1 %) worked with 2 or
more students. It was intetesthg to note that the majority of those working
with one student (71.4%) were interpreting from Kindergarten to Grade 6
(see Table 8). This m y imp1y ihat deaf students tend to be grouped
together as they enter higher educational levels. Social isolation becornes
more prowunced as students becorne older, for a nurnber of different
reasons. For example, lower level educational curriculums tend to
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encourage the development of positive sociaüzation skilis and involvelesson structures that allow for social interaction on a daily basis. Students
are toleraat of dietences and are often interesteci in establishing
relationships with deaf peers. As studeats become older and advance to
higher educatiod levels, lessons are usudly lecture fonnat, therefore

allowing very limiteci social interaction among stuàents. Cognitive, social
and lingusitic gaps become larger for deaf students, and their hearing pers

fail to acquire the aality to mmmunicate with them effectively. Generally,

older students are less tolerant of difference, so the stigma attached to being
deaf is more pronomced. Hence, hearing peers at these levels do not have

the patience cequired to ensure the inclusion of deaf peers in their

interactions aud activities.

Once this social isdation begins to mur, efforts may be made to group
de& students together, theieby pmvidùig exposure to and support frorn deaf
peers. Strong bonds develop in these instances due to the sharing of similar

life experiences Also, as students become older, it may be easier and more
feasible for one interpreter to simultaneously meet the needs of more than
one student, thesefore martimizing resourœs.

In addition, becausedeaf

students in isdation tend to develop intense relationships with interpreters
who work with them over a nurnber of years, there may be a need to
discourage inappmpnate dependencies* Grouping deaf students and
interpreters together at schmls allows for variety for both studeats a d

interpreters.
Summarv. The majority of imlividuals worhg as sign language
interpreters were females, and the younger subjects had a higher level of
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fornial education than the older ones. The rwpwdents who had completed

an intepreter training program, mo~tlyat Red River Comrnunity College,
had not been working in the field for very long, which is m a t likely because

the need for interpnters in schml setthgs has only surfaced in -nt

years.

Although the educational status of those not responding is wiknown, there
seemed to be an apparent psitive tnnd towards the acquisition of more
qudXed personnel to fuIf'ill this d e . as younger subjeds had completed

higher levels of education.

Job tities. Although a standardjob title does not exist in Manitoba,
with 11 different ones beiig reporteû, the= was aot the wide mage that was
reported by Schein et al (1991) in Alberta. The titles reported in this survey
weFe very similar, consisting of either the interpreter concept, the teacher

assistant concept, or an overlap of the two (see Table 9). On a positive note,
6 of the 11 reporteci titles inciuded the term "Interpreter,"which bas been

encourageci by both the national and provincial interpreting orgadzations,

and by colieagues interpreting in othu settings b u s e it d e c t s the
primary responsibility. Al1 of the job titles, except 3, included a "Teacher

Assistantn label, which reflects the perception of the d e as helper, assistant
or aide. Another label that was appended to 3 of the titles was 'Tutor."

These labels reflet the need for individuals hired to interpret for deaf
students to also assist with semi-professional educational activities. This is
because their laquage profciieocy allows them to communicate directly

with deaf students, and because they are in classrooms with students on a
daily b i s , so they are aware of specifc daily nds.
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The lack of consistency with mpect tojob titles is confusing, and
contributes to a lack of clarity regardhg job fuction and d e expectations.
The estaôlishment of an acceptedjob title to be employed consistently by al1

schwl divisons wouid initiate awareness of the nature of this position, and

would encourage standardjob fimctions and role expectations. This title
should enwmpass the primary interprethg d e and the additional
semi-professionai support respoasibilities.

Written iob descriptions The need to clarify mle expectations was
reinforceci by the fact that so many respoudents reportai that there was no
writtenjob description for their position, or that the writtenjob description

that existed did wt match the duties they perfomied (see Table 9). Often

they are arbitrariiy assigneci role descriptions for teacher assistants. These
role descriptions are often too general, and they fail to mention specific
interpreting duties. As noted in the literature, the lack of understanding, and

resulting misperceptions Iead to arnbiguity and confusion ou the part of
individuals hired to fWdl the d e , and on the part of other educational team
members. Respondents to this s w e y supported this, indicating that
accountability for various duties, especially those related to interpreting, was
not c l d y defined. In addition, these individuals in the interpreter position

found themselves expected to perfom many duties that they felt were
beyond the xope of their hterpteting d e , and in direct codict with the

ethical instruction they received in their interpreter training program.

Consistency throughout Manitoba can only be achieved through the
establishment of a standard job titie, and a standard wntten role description

that clearly defmes the priority and nature of duties and responsibiiities.
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interpreting should be Listed as the priaiary mponsibiiity and related duties

should be specifidly delineated. Expectations regarding non-interpreting
duties shouid also be c l d y idenmed and priorized. School division

personnel and interpreting organizations d to address this issue through

dialogue and compromise, so that existing confiict and cont10versy can be
resolved.
Job oerce~tions Most respndents offered descriptions of their role,
as they perceived it to be. However, these perceptions differed from the d e

descriptions outlined by their employer. Written job descriptions often
included duties that were not relevant, or did not include specific duties

related to interpreting, so clarity of accountability was open to a wide
variety of perceptions.

Many of the rapondents outlined duties that they felt uncornfortable

performing, and indicated that they felt a lack of direction with respect to
rnany aspects of the position. Three main areas that led to feelings of

disam6ort were a lack of training, interferenœ with the interpreting process,
and ethical coaflict (see Table IO). First, respondents felt that they were

often asked to perfonn duties for which they were not adequately prepared,
such as tutoring, making behavioml observations. maintainhg various forms

of documentation, and interpreting in classes that involved the use of highly

technical, course specific sign vocabuiary. Second,although they indicated
that they did not mind performing mni-interpreting duties, such as filing and
photocopying, they reporteci that they were requested to perform such duties
at times that interfend with their ability to fulfill theit interpteting

responsibilities, which they felt should be the priority. Third, perceptions of
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ethical d i c t were also expresseci, as subjects reported that they did not
feel tbat they should be responsible for some of their expected duties under
any circumsbnces. For example, mpondents were uncornfortable
monitoring classrooms in the absence of the ieacher, feeling that the mle of

disciplirlLIfian was in direct c d i c t with their mie as communication
facilitatoi: Rather than supervisiog student behavior?they felt that they

should be interpreting the social interactions that occureci while the teacher
was away.

They also cüd not feel that they s h d d be expected to perfom

speech therapy, instruct ASL classes or teach new concepts to students,
because these were responsibilities that should be p e r f o d by professional

personnel who had the appropriate training. Finally, they felt that the
assignment of additional students, and regular recess duty, were beyond the
scope of their interpreting d e . On the whole, respondents felt that their

role was too ambiguous.

Table 1 1 indicates that respondents felt that they were not given
enough responsibiiity in some areas. They expresseù that they did not feel
that their expertise in the area of Deaf Education was respecteci or utilized

by colleagues in their workplace. Many expresseû the desire for more
oppominities to educate coworkers on the role of interpreters. They felt it
was very important that staff and students be inserviad on the d

s of

interpretets and deaf students in classrooms. Some expressed a desire to

have more input on lesson presentation stmtegies, and student

communication modes. Many agreed that they should be invited to attend

ami provide feedbeck at educational team meetings. They felt that they had
observations, cesources and kmwledge to share, but that it was not valued.
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Job ~erfonnat~ce.
Table 12 displays that fornial,infonnal and personal
training experiences were perceiveci by respoadents as assisting in the
performance of their duties. F o d training opportunities, such as

interpreter training pcograms, ASL courses, Bachelor of Education training,
post-secondary education, and sWls diagwsis were listed as positive
contnbuting factors. The informal training experience listed as providing
benefit to the most individuels was workshops. Workshops preseat the
forum for increasing knowledge on current issws in the amis of

Interpreting, Deaf Education and Deaf Culture. Although workshops can be
designed to meet the needs of large groups at one tirne, such as providing
knowledge of the education system and curriculum content, it is likely that
professional development needs of subjects differ acmss the range of
ducational levels. Therefore, workshops could also be designed to meet the

needs of specificp u p s and situations. Those working in elementary
settings may benefit from infommtion on early childhood developrnent,
while those workhg at the rniddle s c b l and senior high levels may benefit
from information on adolescent behavior.

Another highly valueci informai training experience was participation in
AS L immersions. These sessions, which only became available in Manitoba
sir years ago, offer the oppottunity for a nch learaing experience. A
number of subjects indicated that they had attended these week long

sessions designed to advance ASL skills, to provide social interaction
among deaf and hearing individuals, and to enhance howledge of various
current issues. It is most UeIy that these immersions will continue to be

one of the main training factors assisting sign language interpreteis with
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their job performance in educational settings. Other informa1 training
opportunities that were seen as helpful were mnventioos, seminars, and the

opportunities to observe, or team with, cdleagues. Many subjects listed
pemnai experiences which they perceiveci as beneficial training factors,

such as work experiences, voiunteer experiences with chîldren and adults,
and networlring with and obsewing cdleagues.
As many individuals with limited tmining are hired into sign language

interpreting positions it is critical that ongoing professional development
and upgrading opportunities be pursued. The complexity of the interpreting
process and related issues warrants extensive efforts, on the part of

employers, to encourage gmwth of knowledge and skill advancement
through training experiences.
tt was interesting to note that for most of the factors listed as assisting

with job p d o m ~ ethe
, lack of these factors was Listed as hindenng job
performance (see Table 13). It was obvious that the workplace factors that
iespondents perceîved to assist mmt in theh job performance were those
that allowed for preparation for interpethg duties. There was strong

agreement that receiving and previewing materials in advance was the most
critical factor. When teachers were not w i l h g to pmvide materials in

advance, Less accurate interpretations m l t e d , thereforeaffecting the lesson
input for deaf students. Respondents also indicated the need to be infomied
regarding lesson agendas and content, so they reporteci that good working

relationships and close cdlaboration with classroom teachers were very
important. They fouml it very fmstrating when teachers engaged in
spontatleous instruction, or when spontaneous school events, for which they
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were not prepareû, occund. It nahirally follows that the provision of

preparatioa time was a factor affectingjob performance. Time to preview

matenals, coasult with team members and make prior contact with guest

speakers was seen as a necessity. Although this was seen as one of the most
important factors, many school division employers did not provide such

tirne. One last factor related to preparation was pre-tutoring and
pst-tutoring, which involved ddling students on course vocabulary in
English and ASL,and reviewing difficult concepts that had already been
taught in dass. It was when tutorhg extendeci beyond these expectations
that subjects expressecl extreme discornfort. Other workplace factors that

assisted with job performance were dependent on strong, supportive
educational teams. Respondents reported that working under supportive

administrators set a positive tone from the ouiset. Administrators who were
knowledgeable and derstanding, with respect to the d e of interpreiers,
were seen to mode1 appmpriate expectations for other staff members. Also,

working in classmms with organized, flexible, accornodating teachers

made the job easier. Teachers with prior expience teaching d d students
were especialiy valued, because they tended to understand the need for

various classroom accommodations,such as the use of visual supports, and
the use of FM amplif~cationsystems. The pmvision of professional support
persomel, such as Teachers of the Deaf,SpeechRanguage Pathologists, and

Audiologists, was seen as particularly positive.

On the contrary, pooriy infonned and unsupptive educational team
members were seen as hindering job performance. Respondents reported
that it was very difficult and fmstrating to work with administrators and
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teachers who held unrealistic expectations,or did not extend the appropriate

professional respect. Other factors regarding educational teams that were

mentioned by a few respndents were working with cooperative students,
and the presence of interpreting colleagues at the same school. Workplace
factors reIated to iesouiws were also mentioned as assisting with job
perfoniiaoce. Rwpmdents indicated tbat f l a s h d , sign language books,
clod-caption decoden and videotapes, textbooks and other materials were
helpful. Al= the provision of fun& for extra-curricular interpreting

activities was seen as a necessity to the full involvement of students in
school We.

A lack of resourœs (professional, material and monetary) was a major

factor hinderingjob performance. Many sch001s did not have the beneft of
specialized support personnel, so a number of inappropriate duties became

the responsibility of interpreten. Matenal tesources have not yet been
developed because of the newness of the demand. A h , the reluctance of

school divisions to provide funding to pay interpreiers to work beyond the

schwl &y greatly affects the motivation of deaf students to becorne
involved in extra-curricularactivities. This is moral1y d i n i t for
interpreters who undexstand how the lack of interpreting resuits in idation
for students. One factor mentioned by a few respondents was the need for

advocacy on the part of parents, students,interpreting organizatiom, and
deaf individuals to promote viable leaming environmeats for deaf children,
and realistic working envimoments for interpreters.

The results of this survey highlight the need for increased knowledge
on the part of ail school divison perso~el~gardingthe needs of
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interpreters. Such awareness may result in clarification of the mle, and

hence the enhancement of factors that assistjob performance.
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Chapter VI
Limitations
A major limitation of this stuây was the newness of the interpreting

field, especially in ducational settings, and therefore the limited arnount of

liierature and ksarch that was available for review. It is hopad that this

study will contribute to future research on related aspects and issues.
Unwnsious personal bias may have affeted the review of resulting
data. The total population employed for this study was small (N=39),and
despite the fact that survey forms were returned anonymously, farniliarity
with many individuais working as sign language interpceters throughout
Manitoba ailowed for recognition and identification based on circumstantial
information. The fact that 7 (17.9%)of the subjects work under the
supervision of the researcher may have iafluenced their decision to respond,
and may have been reflected in their tespnses. Further, as a Teacher of the
Deaf, 1 have made the effort to develop conversational ASL skills and to
becorne farniliar with the interpreting pmcess. I strongly support the use of
ASL as a language of instruction for deaf students who are competent with
ASL 1 have a vast amount of persona1experience and background
knowledge that may have iofluenced my perception of the survey results. 1
may have unknowingly employed some tacit knowledge or personal bias to
make conclusions regarding data, and to rnake recommendations for future
direction.
Most individuals responding to this survey were female, so the results
can only be generalized to similar populations.
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It is unclear how the numetous related issues in Deaf Education

affected this study. Many philosophical controvessies cornpliate the
situation. As described by Peffley (199L),Deaf Education is "ahornets' nest
of ambiguity, a>ntroversy and unresolved questions" (p. 388). One of the

niajor pmblems that may have influenced this study is the lack of
oppominities for students, in isolatecl educational settuigs, to intemalize

ASL as their primary language. Because they are wt exposed to fluent ASL
usen in a language rich environment, they do not naturaliy acquire ASL

themselves. This often leads to the employment of various English based
sign systerns, which are aMcialiy developed visual codes representiag
English. For example, Manuai Engüsh involves applying a one-sign per
word appmach, adding affixes, inventing signs, etc. Signed English is a

tnanual system designeci to be used with English speech where the signs,

largely taken fmrn ASL, are represented in English word order, but neither
the spelling nor the sound of wods is represented, and the visual message is

conceptually inaccurate. ûften, interpreter m i n g programs do not provide

training regarding these sign systems. It is beyond the scope of this study to
analyze the ability of individuals, employed to interpret, to match the actuai

sign system employed by students, although this was identifieci as a key
issue in the irnplernentation review in Alberta. More generally, the
complexity of laquage, continuing controversies, and d e r related issues
arising, must be respecteci when considering the results of this study.
It is difficult io cietennine if the tirne of year affecteci the retum rate for

this suwey. It is p s i b l e that as the school year came to an end, subjects
may have been anticipating the summer break, and may not have felt like
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takiag the time to answer the questions. On the other hand, they may have
felt that it was a good time io offer input, in the hopes that changes to their

individuai situations may occur.
An important limitation is that the results of this study are based on the

opinions and perceptions of respndents, rather than on actual observations.

One cannot assume that the interpreters' perceptions of their roles were
accurate reflections of their actual d e s . It may be beneficial to follow up
this study with a c W obrvations of subjects in theu workplace, for

verüicatioa purposes.
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Chapter VI1

Rcommendations

The wide range of job titlw and diversity in role descriptions, which
were reported by subjects, indicate a lack of consistency fmm one s c h d
divison to another thmughout the province of Manitoba Very little has
been done to standardize interpreting practices in schools. Responses to

survey questions supportecl statements in the literature, which indicated a
lack of role clarity for sign language intetpreters in educational settings

(Dahl and Wilcox, 1990, Gustason, 1985; Hayes, 1993; Salend and Longo,
1994; Scheia, Mailory and Greaves 1991; Zawolkow and DeFiore, 1986).
This d e has evolved only recently, and it mms that individuai employers
have created role descriptions based on their inaccurate perceptions and

limiteci knowledge. In cases where written role descriptions existeci, role
expectations tended to focus on teacher aide type duties, and often made no

reference to specific interpreting duties. These role expectationsconfiicted

with the perceptions of respndents, who considered interpreting duties as
the priority, and aide type duties as seoonâary. In order to ensure the
provision of viable educationai options for deaf children, a significant
amount of research is still required in this area. However, general
recornmendationscan be made based on the review of literahire, and on the
results of this study.
Recornmendation 1: Eady childhood educational programs desigued to
facilitate early acquisitionof ASL should be made available.
In Manitoba, we are fortunate to have such programs at the Society for
Manitobans with Disabilities Preschool, and ai the Sign Talk Chilcireos'
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Centre. However, these pmgrams can only accomodate a limited number of
children and therefore, cannot meet the language development needs of a
s i g d k a n t portion of the population.

All deaf children should have the opportunity to be exposed to an ASL

rich environment as e d y as possible to ensure the internalization of a
primary language during the critical period for language development. As
noted in the literature review, the better a ptimary language is intemalized,
the greater the poteotiai for second language leaming; in this case, English.

Therefore, natural acquisition of ASL should offer deaf chüdren the ability
to benefit from ASL interpretatiooduring schwl years, and the opportunity
to better develop their English literacy sMls.

Recommenâation 2: Proftzssional guidelines regarding job title and
mie descriptions for individuals interpiethg for deaf students in ducational

settings shouid be estabüshed, so that standard pst-secondary training and
Both the literature and the resuits of this survey indicate that the role of

siga language interpreters must be clarifieci, outüning specifk expectations
at various educational levels. The diversity that presently exists from one

Manitoba school division to another must be elimiaated through the

estabiishment of a standard job title. Sinœ respondents with the title
"Interpreterflutor' reporteci that theirjob description matched duties

performed a l m t uaanimously, it is recornmended that this title be
employed consistently throughout the province to clearly differentiate this

position from that of teacher assistants. This title implies that interpreting is
the primary responsibility, but also indicates that other semi-professional
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educational duties will be assigneci. In addition, standard professional
guidelines for written role descriptions must be developed that clearly define
the priority anci nature of duties and nsponsibilities. Specific interpreting

duties should be listed as the ptimary responsibiiities, and expectations

regarding non-interpreting duties shouid be clearly idenmed and ptiorized.
School division personnel, members of the Deaf community, parent

organizationsand interpreting orgaaizations need to address these issues
cooperatively, so that cornmon, realistic expectations can be established.

In order to atûact capable individuals to i n t e p t i n g positions, the
career rnust be mede more attractive through the development of a clear
definition of "qualified"Uiterpreter, and by means of improved working
conditions. In addition to formai education credentials, individuals should
be adequately recognized for years of interpreting experience.
Recommendation 3: Inteqreter Training Programs, specifically the
ASUEnglish Interpretation Program at Red River Community CoUege
(see Appendix B) should expand to include training designed to develop the
specific skills and knowledge quired for employrnent in educationai
setüngs.

Despite efforts to pnwnote the k i n g of interpreter training program
graduates, the study done regarding the success of implementation
procedures for interpreting standards in Alberta rai& a very critical
question. Do inteqmter training pmgrams adequately prepare graduates to
meet the role expectations of sign language interpreters in xhool settings,

and more importantly, to meet the needs of the students with whom they are

working? Most respondents to both the Alberta and Manitoba surveys
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indicated that they perCormeci duties beyoad the scope of the traditional
interprefing de. Tberefore, there may be a conflict between the perceived

needs of shdents in interpeter training pmgramq and the d i t y of role
expectations within the education system. Sinœ the literature indicates that

an incnasingly large percent of graduates from interpreter training pmgrams

are king employed in this setting, these training pmgrams must evolve to
include course content and experiences that will adequately prepare
graduates for future employment. It is now necessary to lengthen and widen
the scope of interpreter training progmms in order to include course content

in areas such as child development, learning theory, school systems,
educationai teams and tutorhg strategies.

Recommendation 4 Inservicing on the role of interpreten should be
provideci to educational tearn members in s c h d s .

Both the literature and the results of this survey emphasize the
importance of knowledgeable and supportive educational teams, so
inservices designed to develop skills. and to increaseawareness of related
issues and available resources, on the part of school staff, are criticai. The
coascious enbancement of factors reported to assist interpreters in the
periormance of their job duties (see Tabie 13) would result in the

establishment of clearer expectations and hem,wne successful
partnecships
Recommendation 5: A provincial support network should be designed
and implemented for interpréters working in educational settings,and
regular professional development opportunities should be made available.
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Impmved support for interpreters could begin thmugh the provision of
interpreter consultant positions. This would allow for the establishment of
supervision, evaluation, and monitoring procedures involving experts in the
field of interpreting, who are knowledgeable about the interpreting process
and required skills. These consultants could also provide opportunities for

intetpreters to interact with each other, rather than functioning in isldation.
ASL, like any language, is constaotly evolving. Therefore, it is

important that relevant professional development opportunities be made
available and accessible on a regular basis. This should result in consistent
upgrading of interpreting personnel, which in turn should lead to more
advanceci job performance levels. It must be cecognized that interpreting is

a life-long leaming and developmental experience. Opportunities for
provincial networking by means of regular diagnostic evaluation and

professional sharing among intepteni are me, so wncerted efforts must
be made by employers to offer experiences that prornote professional growth

and professional affiliation. In addition io valuable workshops, ASL
immersions and interpreter training p r o g m summer institutes should

continue, as they offer unique oppominities for ski11 development and
formal upgrading.
An added benefit of a support network would be the creation of a
provincial substitute list that would allow for sharing available resources.
Recommendation 6: Supplementary resources specific to the
educational setting should be developed.
There are numecous types of resources that could be developed to
support the mle of interpreters in educationai setthgs. For example, the
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creation of siaff orientation packages that c l d y outline the rdes of
individual team members, and clarify teacher accountabiiity to interpreters
and deaf students in their classmoms, would be very helpful. Respodeats

also expressed an urgent need for course specific materials such as sign
vocabuiary dictionacies, clowd-caption videotapes, and information on Deaf

culture.
Recommendation 7: Various stakeholder groups should cooperate to
advocate for change in the field of interpreting, specifically in educational

settings.
As mentioned by a few survey respondents in their additional

comments, there is a need for stmng advocacy on the part of stakeholders.
Interpreters need support from colleagues, coworkers, parents, Deaf

comrnunity members and students in their quest to develop policies that wili
provide direction to schwl division employers regarding professional

standards for the field of interpreting in educational settings. Interpreters
c a ~ ofacilitate
t
such change on their own.

JCecommendation8: Interpreting should continue to be a research

pnority in the field of Deaf Education.

The review of the exisiing literatwe, which is very limited, and the
resuits of this survey both indicate that there are many issues relateci to this
research topic that require investigation, but that are beyond the scope of
this study. For exarnple, this study has focused on the perspective of

interpreters regarding their role in educational settings. It is important that

further -ch

on additional perspectives be perfomed, such as those of

teachers, of parents, of administrators, and especially of students. One main
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problem that was identifieci in the implementation review in Alberta was
that the suggested stmdat.ds did not take the needs of stu&nts into account.

The ability of interpretets to match the communication mode of students
was seen as important, however the Alberta document had not addressed this

issue. In Manitoba, it will be important to investigate wbether or not the
ASUEnglish uiterpretation Program pcepares interpreters to match the
vanous communication d e s that are ernployed by students in public

schwl settings. The Deaf culture focus of interpreter training progmms is
another area that weds to be reviewed, as many idated deaf students are

not involveci with a Deaf community, nor are they aware of the existence of
Deaf culture. The mle, if any, of Deaf culture in public school settings
should be reviewed. Another focus of interpreter training programs is the

Code of Ethics, however, numerws individuais have expressed concerns
regarding the application of the Code of Wiics in educational settings.
Future research and discussion about pmper ethical expectations on the part

of interpreters and employers must occur, in order to eliminate any existing
codict. It is possible that adjustments will need to be made in order for
educational teams to work together cooperatively. Responses to survey
questions seemed to Vary according to the educationd level at which

respndents were interpreting. In the past, there bas been some discussion
about how the responsibility for various aspects of a student's education

should shift as students pmgress to higher educational Ievels. Interpreters at
lower educational levels may hold different responsibilities and perfom
different duties due to the communication proficiency and age of the
students with whom they are working. Future research on the actual needs
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of students at diffeient educational levels, and the resulting expectations of
interpreters should be done. Fiiafly, a repeat of this research study in

approximately £iveyears would be interesting, to see how population
characteristics and role perspectives change, if at all. tt would be possible to

design a survey with more structured items, through the employrnent of
responses offered by subjects on this swey. It is recommended that such a

follow-up investigate role differences related to rural and urban locations.
It is obvious that interpreting in educationai settings is a newly

evolving field and that in many cases, services have been established
without the involvement of individuals who are knowledgeable in the areas
of Deaf Education and Sign Language Interpreting. It is often difficult to
facilitate change after the fact. However, in the interest of deaf children, it
is important that cooperative efforts be made to establish professional

standards for the role of interpreters in educational settings, so that adequate
services are provided, and so that viable educational options are made

available for d e d students throughout the province of Manitoba.
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Appendix A
Assaci&tion of Visual Lan~uapeInterpeters of Canada Code of Ethics

Preamble
The purpose of the following Code of Ethics is to provide guidelines for
interpreters and, in doing so, to ensure quality of service for al1 people
receiving the service. The concepts presented herein are essential for

developing and maintaining pmfessional standards. The following
defuiitions have been included in order to clarify temiaology referred to in
this document:

*

An interpreter is one who facilitates communication between

persons who do not share the same language.

*

A transliterator is one who facilitates communication between

persons who share the same language but not the same language
mode.

*

Visual Language is a language or a language mode based on the use

of sight. It includes ASL, La Langue des Signes Quebecoise

(LSQ),sign systems, speech reading and elements of gesture.

*

Audible Language is a language or language mode based on the use
of sound It includes English, French and other spoken languages.

*

Discretion is the use of judgment cultivateci by pmfessional training
and experience.

As with any ethical code it is anticipated that time will modiw the

understanding of the role of interpreters. With this in mind, one should
constantly strive toward professional advancement.
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1. The Visual Language Interpreter will keep d l assignment related

information strictly confidential. It takes a minimum amount of infomation
to identify the parties involved in an interpceted situation. An interpreter
will not reveal identifying information about any interpreting assignment.

In certain situations the interpreter functions as part of a professional tearn.
In such cases the interpreter will use discretion when discussing team
assignrnenis. In cases where information from an interpreted situation is
public knowiedge, the interpreter will again use discretion in discussing the
same. When an interpreter is fiinctioning in any other capacity (Le. lecturer,
üainer, advocate) and wishes to share acnial experiences of an interpreted
situation, shehe will not reveal any identifying information.

2. The Visuai Language Interpreter will render the message by faithfully
conveying its content and spirit, The interpreter will transmit everything in
the manner in which it is intended. This is especially difficult when the
interpreter disagtees or feels uncomfortable with what is king expressed. If
the interpreters own feelings interfere with rendering the message

accurately, shehe will advise the persons involved and withdraw, when
possible, fmm the situatioa.

'3. The Visual Language interpreter will not counsel, advise, or interject
personal opinions related to the intepreted assignment. Just as an
interpreter will not omit anything, shefhe will not add to the situation, even
when requested to do so by the person(s) involved. The interpreter is

present in a given situation solely to facilitate communication.
4. The Visual Language Intefpreter will use the preferred language of the

person(s) for whom shehe is interpreting. It is important for the interpreter
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and the petson(s) receiving the service to spend some time adjusting to one
another's way of communication pnor to the interpreted assignment. While

working from audible to visual language, the interpreter will communicate
in the manner preferred by the person(s) receiving the service. While
working from a visual language to an audible language the interpreter will
use a compatible spoken interpretation of the visual language.
5. The Visual Language Interpreter will accept assignments using discretion
with regard to the interpreting skilIs required, the setting, and the person(s)
involved. The interpreter will only accept assignments for which shdhe is
qualifid The interpreter will generally refrain h m interpreting in settings
where the iavolvement of family members, personal friends, or close
professional associates may a e c t the qudity of service.
6. The Visual Language Interpreter wiil approach the matter of
compensation in a fair and equitable manner. An interpreter wili be
knowledgeable about fees which are appropriate to the profession, and be
informed about the current suggested fee schedules. When services are
rendered and remuneration is not forthcoming, discretion will be used when
attempts are made to secure payment. There are circumstances when it is
appropriate for an interpreter to render service without charge. This will be
done with discretion. When considering gratis services, the livelihood of
other interpreters will not bejeopdized.
7. The Visual Language lnterpreter will conduct herselflhimself in al1
phases of interpreting situations in a manner befitting the profession.
8. The Visual Language Interpreter will strive to further individual
knowledge and ski11 in order to maintain high professional standards.
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Appendix B

Red River Communitv Colle=
Amerhm Sim Laniyaee-Ennlish Intemretation Program Course Content

Term l
SO1-B 102 Culture and Ethnology I

SOI-B114 Eaglish 1
SOI-B134 American Sign Language 1
SOI-B136 introduction to the Interpreting Field
SO1-B137 Building Translation Skills: English
SOIS 152 Deaf History

Tenn 2
SOl -B1O8 Deaf Culture
SOLB124 English2
S0 1-B135 American Sign Language 2

SOI-B 138 Culture and Ethnology 2
S0 1-B139 Building Translation Skills: ASL

Sol-B 155 Iatmductory Linguistics for Interpreters

Term3

SOI-B1 13 Cross Cultural Interaction
SO1B I 18 Literature Review 1
Sol-B14û Ethks 1
SOL-B141 American Sign Language 3
S01-B142 Building Translation Skills: EnglisWASL
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Term 3 (con?)
S0 1-B 143 Interpretation Lab 1: Consecutive Interpretation

SO 18 144 Practicum 1: Observation Practicum

Tem 4
SO1B 121
SO 1-B145
Sol-B 146
Sol-B 147
SOI-8 148

Interpretatioa Settings

Americaa S i g Language 4
Ethics 2
Interpretation Lab 2: Consecutive English to ASL
Interpretation Lab 3: Genemi Practice Lab

Tenn 5
SO1-B123 Amencan Sign Language 5
SO 1-B 126 Interpretation Lab 5: General Practice Lab
S0 1-B 127 Interpretation Lab 6: Mock Situations

SO1-8130 Special Rojects: Independent Study
SO1-B149 Interpreter Lab 4: Consecutive Interpretation

Sol-B150 Interpretation Lab 7: Simultaneous English to ASL
SOI-BIS1 hcticum2
Tenn 6

SOL-B 132 Practicum 3

Sol-B 133 Literature Review 2
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Appendix C

Cover Letter

Sune 4,1996
Dear

1 am a teacher of the Deaf in the process of completing the

tequirements for a Master's Degree in Education at the University of
Manitoba. 1 am presentiy working on my thesis under the direction of my
Advisor, Dr. Gerry Bravi. I bave decided to investigate the role of
interpreters employed in Kindergarten to Senior 4 educational settings in
Manitoba schools.

In Manitoba, formal standards outlining the role of interpreters in
educational settings have not yet been established. This lack of clarity often
l a d s to confusion an fnistration, and infiuences the effectiveness of
educational tearns.

My objective is to gather data describing the present stanis of the role
of sign language interpreters in educationai settings in schwl divisions
throughout Manitoba. Using your responses, it will be possible to review
job titles and to identify the responsibilities held by interpretets.

information about the knowledge and skills that are required for this
position will provide direction for interpreter training pmgrams, so they can
better prepare individuah for employment as interpreters in school settings.
The results wiil ultimately contribute significantly to the evolving
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professionalismof interpreters in educational settings, and will hopefully

provide direct beaefit to you in your position.

1 am requesting that you complete the attached survey fom, place it in

the envelop pmvided and return it to me by June 21. It is expected that
approxirnately 30 minutes of your time will be requiredd to respond to the
questions. Please be assured that your responses will remain strictly

anonymous. Skip any questions that make you feel uncornfortable.
Returning the survey implies consent to participation in this study.
A summary of the results of this survey will be made available to you,
upon request, following the completion of data interptetation and analysis.

If you are interested, retm tûe request fonn in the sepatate envelope
provided. Please contact me at M W 8 3 1- 1153 or my Advisory Cornmittee
member, Dr. Paul Madak at 1-204-4748712 if you have any questions, or
require additional information, about this study. Thank you for your

cooperation and assistance with this project.
Yom Wly,

Kathy Melnyk

M-Ed. Student
University of Manitoba
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AppendU D

SmSY

SURVEY OF INDIVIDUALS INTERPRETING
IN KINDERGARTEN-SENIOR 4 EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS
This questionnaire is intendcd to permit you t o assise in the
elarificatioir of role dutics and responsibilities of i n t q r e t e r s
worklllg*in R i n d e w t e n to Senior 4 educational settiags.. Your
contribution i s valueci. Please comphtt- the questionnaire carefully,
a n s w e r f n g al1 questions as complctely as possible and retuzn the
questionnaire in t&cenvelopc p t w i d e d by m e 17, 1996,. Al1
responses are aaonymous, so you a'ctd not identify yourself,

in order to make the analysis of your respoases more meaauignil, please answer the foiiowing
quenions:
1. What is your age range? (Check J one)

2. What is your sex? (Check / one)

5. Select the ben description of your fomal education:

O L a Than Grade

0Completcd Grade
CI Some University

The ïnterpreter Role in Educationai Settings

4a

Indiate the highest: level of conversational Amêrican Sign Language course you
have completed:

4b. Han you completed an hterpceter Training Pm-?

(Check / one)

The hterpreter Role in Educational Senings
Pieast provide a Est of the counes taken in the httrprctcr Trainù>g Pro*

5. How many years of interprehg expenence do you have?
a) in a school scning

b) in othcr settings

6.

Indicatc the educatiod leveI(s) at which you are pmentiy interpreting. For
example crade 3

7.

How many deaf midents are you interpnting for at this time?

1 sudent

2 snuicnts

3 sniderits
4

scudenrs

5 studcnts
more than 5 mdents

98
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SURVEY QUESTIONS
1.

What ïs your oaicial job

2.

Does a written job description exia for your position?

C] NO

titk?

if NO, skip to Question 5.

Cl YES

~f
ES, attacb a copy.
(Plcase f i l fke to white out identifyllig information)

0YES

if E S , skip to Question 4-

C] NO

- If NO. explain the dinetences.

The Interpreter Role in Educational Settings
4a

List thox dutics b m your htten job descripaon andlos those iisted in
tbM you prcscntly pezfom, but feel should not be your rrsponsibility.

Question 3

4b. Lin any dutics you arc not prcscndy pedorming in the course of your work, but
feef should be your responniiiity.
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5%

Plew

kt training

experiences which assist you mon in the pefionnanct of your

dutits.

b.

Plcase list wotkplace factors which asin you moa in ùie pufonnance of your
job dutics. For example: previewing vidcotapes.
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Plcase iist fanon that most in-

Please fiel &ce
this survey.

to

102
with youf abüity a perfotm.your dutics

makc any other commcnts lhat you fat will be heiphil with

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!
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AppendU E
eminder Postcard
A survey of the role of interpreters in educational settings
was mailed to you on Thursday, June 6, 19%. This is just
a reminder that I encourage you to complete the survey

and retum it to me by June 21,1996. Your participation
will assist with role clarification. PIease cal1 me at
1-204-83 1-1153 if you did not receive the survey,and 1
will ensure that you receive one.
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1am requesting a copy of the results of the survey

on the roie of sign language interpeters in
Kindergarten to Senior 4 educational settings.
Please send tesults to:

